Biocompatibility study of three distinct carbon pastes for application as electrode material in neural stimulations and recordings.
Neural interfaces hold great promise for research and treatment of a wide variety of neurological diseases. Medical electrodes are designed to interface with the nervous system and provide control signals for neural prostheses. We fabricated previously a hook-up neural electrode. Here we investigate the in vitro cytotoxicity of three commercial carbon pastes used for printing the conductor tracks of this electrode. At first, the carbon pastes were characterized with respect to their microstructure and chemical composition. SEM images showed a grainy texture that is associated to the carbon/graphite microparticles dispersed by the polymeric binder. All the three pastes contained in major proportions carbon and in different proportions other elements. The surface roughness analysis evidenced differences in the smoothness of the carbon paste surfaces. Sterilization procedures did not alter the microstructure or surface morphology of the pastes. Finally, cell viability based on -(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) test and fluorescence staining experiments proved non-cytotoxicity and suitability of the studied carbon pastes as electrode material for measuring neural activity during surgeries (up to a certain time period).